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	COMPRAR POR MATERIAL	Metacrilato	Vitroflex PMMA clear cast acrylic plastic
	Recycled cast methacrylate
	LED extruded acrylic plastic
	Virtoflex PMMA anti-abrasion acrylic plastic
	Vitroflex PMMA mirror acrylic plastic
	VITROLFEX AQUARIUM acrylic plastic for aquariums and pools
	Virtoflex PMMA metal acrylic plastic
	Vitroflex PMMA fluorescent coloured acrylic plastic


	Policarbonato	Cellular polycarbonate
	Vitroflex wave corrugated polycarbonate
	Abrasion resistant polycarbonate
	Mouldable abrasion resistant polycarbonate
	Antistatic polycarbonate
	Polycarbonate without UV protection
	Polycarbonate with UV protection
	Opaque polycarbonate
	Recycled RPC polycarbonate


	PVC	Foamed PVC
	Rigid PVC
	Vitprint printing rigid material
	Vitprint HR lightweight, printing folding panel


	Polipropileno	Honeycomb Polypropylene
	Cellular Polypropylene
	Polypropylene Film


	Vitbond APC (aluminium composite panel)
	Polystyrene	High impact polystyrene (HIPS)


	PETG in sheets
	ABS
	Encolado, limpieza y mantenimiento


	Applications and Projects	Outdoor construction – Architecture	Outdoor lighting
	Polycarbonate façades
	Polycarbonate covers
	Skylights and rooflights
	Cannopies and pergolas
	Handrails, partitions and lattices
	Greenhouses and terrariums
	Decks
	Urban furniture
	Garden Furniture


	Interior construction	Indoor lighting systems
	Acrylic and plastic material walls
	False ceilings with Acrylic and Polycarbonate
	Stairs and acrylic railings
	Partition walls and doors
	Decorative elements and accessories
	Mirrors


	Transporte	Nautical
	Vehicle interiors and accessories


	Tiendas y retail	Furniture and counters
	Exhibitors and Displays


	Swimming pools	Swimming pools
	Aquariums


	Plastics for industry	Machinery protection and parts
	Trays, boxes and suitcases
	Electrical equipment
	Models and prototypes
	Plastics for machining and thermoforming


	Communication and labeling	Labeling and Signage
	Electronic displays


	Safety and transport	Sound barriers
	Protections and safety elements
	Personal protective equipment
	Polimer Tecnic anti-contagion products catalog




	Manufacturing processes	CNC machining
	Engraving and laser cutting
	Edge polishing and grinding
	High performance chemical bonding and gluing
	Termiformado y Embutido


	Company	CONTACTO


	PETG in sheets
	Polystyrene in sheets
	High impact polystyrene (HIPS)
	ABS
	Cellular Polypropylene
	Acrylic tubes
	Polycarbonate tubes
	Vitbond APC (aluminium composite panel)
	Vitprint HR lightweight, printing folding panel
	Bencore ecoben panels
	Hexaben bencore panels
	Bencore lightben panels
	Bencore starlight panels
	Alupanel XT aluminium façade panels
	3 Form resin decorative panels
	Universal aluminum profile
	Special profiles for lighting
	Recycled polyethylene profiles
	UYH Polycarbonate Profiles
	Polypropylene Film
	Virtoflex PMMA acrylic plastic blocks
	Opaco
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Manufacture, sale of Acrylic, Polycarbonate and other plates and profiles
Plastic
Products
Find out more








Acrylic Plexiglass swimming pool manufacturers
Acylic Plexiglass
Swimming Pool
Find out more
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Materials in communication and signage
Communication and signage
Exterior signage, interior and much more
See everything
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Plastics for safety and transportation
Security and
transportation
Acoustic barriers, shields and much more
Discover the entire catalog
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Industry, Security and Transport
Products for
Industry
Find out more
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We develop custom projects for
Architecture
Exterior, interior and  pool construction
Know more









Manufacture and sale of acrylic, polycarbonate and plastic materials


With more than 50 years of experience, Polimer Tecnic is a company specialized in the manufacture  of plastic materials for professionals. Thus, at present we have several plastics factories located in different countries and from which we respond to the demand for the main rigid plastic materials; from acrylic PMMA to PVC, polypropylene, polyethylene, polycarbon or ecological wood decking, among many others.
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Acrylic Sheets
See Catalogue
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Arquitecture
custom projects
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Manufacturing Processes
cutting, engraving and much more
See all
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Experts in plastic materials and composite
At Polimer Tecnic we carry out both manufacturing and customization, to sale and supply of plastic products. We take care of the entire process, from the plastics factory to the client’s project advice, to the customization of products to their liking and needs. We are experts in all kinds of plastic materials and composites, trying to carry out the most innovative work, in addition to having extensive comprehensive technical knowledge that allows us to provide a multitude of solutions and technical support. 
Constant research is one of our great challenges, and our goal is to always be at the height of the great innovative projects in which we collaborate. 
The plastics business requires progress in aspects such as sustainability and recycling. The low energy cost of production and the possibility of complete recycling make plastic materials a product that is increasingly interesting.  
Thus, at Polimer Tecnic we have managed to totally eliminate the generation of waste by reprocessing the generated by-products, creating top quality materials and always following European and international ISO regulations.








Among the materials we produce and distribute, the following stand out:

	All
	ABS
	Acrylic sheets
	Architecture products
	PVC sheets
	Pipes, bars and profiles
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Recycled polyethylene profiles

Code: PERPERC
View products
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Polycarbonate Tubes

Code: TUBPC
View products
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Acrylic plastic tubes

Code: TUB TX
View products
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ABS

Code: AB
View products
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3 Form resin decorative panels

Code: EC3F
View products
















Custom solutions in plastics for specific projects


At Polimer Tecnic we adapt to what you ask for and need, giving you a comprehensive service and continuous assistance throughout the process of purchasing our plastic materials and products. Our divisions of communication and signage, industry, architecture and construction and security and transport are specifically designed and work to offer an excellent shopping experience to all our customers.
A diversification and specialization for which we have the best qualities and all kinds of finishes for adapt to the specifications that are demanded for each project. A commitment to quality that requires mastery of such special techniques as:
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								CNC machining
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								Laser cutting and engraving
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								Thermoforming
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								Chemical bonding
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								Edge polishing and grinding




Thus, we can fill orders for plastic materials in sheets, both acrylic plastic sheets and polycarbonate sheets or PVC sheets, In addition to cutting acrylic Plexiglass or gluing Plexiglass to manufacture pieces of different sizes and shapes, bending and molding pieces, in addition to creating large pieces by joining and gluing with formulations of ultraviolet curing or two-component glues that we manufacture specifically for our customers. 
Finally, we can also polish and grind. It is one of the great advantages of materials such as acrylic plastic, as we can repair any damage that it suffers in its surface. 
A huge variety of solutions that allows us to have an early and varied stock of plastic materials for your company and your projects.







				


Deliveries to Europe					

competitive prices








				


Sustainability and Recycling					

100% recyclable materials








				


Own showroom					

Visit us and get to know the high quality








				


Tailor-made solutions					

with industry professionals







Production and distribution of plastic products at an industrial level


In each of our four divisions or work departments you can find customized solutions in plastics for all types of projects:
	Communication and signage: All kinds of products to develop communication campaigns through labels, electronic screens, and all kinds of supports for signage, signage, digital printing, POS, retail and exhibitors. 
	Plastics for industrial use: The range of plastic materials and design products that we manufacture and distribute is vast, with special and highly resistant materials and products on demand. Among the most requested products we offer articles for the protection of machinery (with optional anti-breakage treatments or fire inhibitors), trays, boxes, models and prototypes, electrical equipment, laser engraving and cutting and plastics for thermoforming and machining.
	Architecture and construction: You can also find all kinds of plastic materials for the construction sector in our Nummit.com division. Among our products you can find covers, street furniture, canopies, porches, lighting projects (mainly LED), furniture, dividing screens, wall cladding, false ceilings, counters, stairs, railings, swimming pools, greenhouses, etc.
	Safety and transportation. In this area we offer materials for the manufacture of personal protective equipment (PPE) for construction, industry and security forces.







Keep up to date with our newsletter


and get the latest news on the industry
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Visit our showroom
And, if you want to know more in detail about the wide range of materials and plastic products for the architecture, construction and interior design sectors that we can create and offer, we invite you to visit our special showroom, Nummit Lab.


A space planned out and designed for professionals in this business to discover the latest in plastic materials to be inspired and give shape to their most ambitious and creative designs and projects. 
Nummit Lab is located in Barcelona and is specialized in systems and solutions in plastic materials for construction and interior design. A new and avant-garde space where you can find both standardized materials ready for installation and materials to create new shapes and designs.
In addition, Nummit Lab is also an exhibition space where we display some of the designs which we have already made for some of the most unique and special projects. A sample that highlights the great experience and outstanding work carried out by our technical team over more than 50 years of countless and excellent projects.
Do not hesitate to come and visit us to know first hand the high quality of our products and the possibilities offered by our plastics processing services. Contact us and we will close an appointment to assist you in a personalized way.
 







 Read more
A space thought and designed for professionals in this sector to discover the latest in plastic materials to be inspired and give shape to their most ambitious and creative designs and projects.
Nummit Lab is located in Barcelona and is specialized in systems and solutions in plastic materials for construction and interior design. A new and avant-garde space where you can find both standardized materials ready for installation and materials to create new shapes and designs.
In addition, Nummit Lab is also an exhibition space of some of the designs already made for some of the most unique and special projects made by us. A sample that highlights the great experience and outstanding work carried out by our technical team over more than 50 years of countless and excellent projects.
Do not hesitate to come and visit us to know first hand the high quality of our products and the possibilities offered by our plastics processing services. Contact us and we 
will close an appointment to assist you in a personalized way.
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Telephone +34 972 477 700
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Offices C/ Romaní 2 P.I Polingesa 17457, Riudellots de la Selva, Girona Spain
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Warehouses Avda. Maspins, 200 17457 Riudellots de la Selva, Girona Spain
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Email info1 [@] polimertecnic.com
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Gestionar el consentimiento de las cookies




Para ofrecer las mejores experiencias, utilizamos tecnologías como las cookies para almacenar y/o acceder a la información del dispositivo. El consentimiento de estas tecnologías nos permitirá procesar datos como el comportamiento de navegación o las identificaciones únicas en este sitio. No consentir o retirar el consentimiento, puede afectar negativamente a ciertas características y funciones.




Funcional



Funcional

Always active							





El almacenamiento o acceso técnico es estrictamente necesario para el propósito legítimo de permitir el uso de un servicio específico explícitamente solicitado por el abonado o usuario, o con el único propósito de llevar a cabo la transmisión de una comunicación a través de una red de comunicaciones electrónicas.




Preferences


Preferences






The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.




Estadísticas


Estadísticas






El almacenamiento o acceso técnico que es utilizado exclusivamente con fines estadísticos.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.





Marketing


Marketing






El almacenamiento o acceso técnico es necesario para crear perfiles de usuario para enviar publicidad, o para rastrear al usuario en una web o en varias web con fines de marketing similares.




Manage options
Manage services
Manage {vendor_count} vendors
Read more about these purposes
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